T HE lack of a simple system of names, abbreviations, and symbols for designating the soil base exchange substances and their acids and salts is a serious handicap to concise and at the same time precise presentations and discussions of matters involving these soil constituents. In fact, the teaching of beginning students in the soils field is so handicapped by this lack that teachers sometimes become embarrassed in attempts to make understandable presentations.
It has been said that the invention of words or symbols and languages for conveying and preserving ideas and knowledge is the greatest of all inventions. A little reflection as to how difficult life and all progress would be without this invention leaves little doubt that this is true. The phenomenal progress which chemistry has made during the past hundred years or more is due quite, largely to the invention of concise and precise symbols for elements, -and formulas for compounds. These make possible the con-' cise as well as precise chemical equations which provide "blue prints" for creative chemical thinking.
Base exchange reactions are similar to the ordinary chemical type of double decomposition that takes place when two salts or a salt and an acid, all in solution, are mixed so they can react; the main difference is that in base exchange reactions one of the reactants-the so-called base exchange material -does not go into true solution, but exists in a colloidal state so as to present high specific surface. Nevertheless, base exchange material, whether in the form of a salt, or acid, suffers some ionization when in contact with water, and thus, reacts readily and rapidly.
Because the base exchange material of soils varies greatly in chemical composition, even to the extent that an individual member like montmorillonite consists of a series depending upon extent of substitution of magnesium for aluminum, and because the PROPOSED NAMES, SYMBOLS, AND FORMULAS Since the inorganic base exchange subs soils (montmorillonite, beidellite, nontronite drous mica) occur in the clay separate, a s abbreviation derived from the word clay used to designate these, but this would have advantage that this word is commonly and used to designate the fine mechanical soil regardless of chemical nature and compositi material involved. Also, the word clay does itself to euphonious derivations that may b designate an acid or its salts.
Over 30 years ago, Oscar Loew 3 prop term argillic acid to designate the mineral which causes soil acidity. This term is deri the word argil which designates white o clay. The adjective argillaceous is commonl designate clayey material. Since this word been used in nearly as broad a sense as clay, and, also since the desired derivatives argillic acid and calcium argillate are quite ous, the system which follows is based on argil, rather than on clay.
All of the inorganic base exchange subst therefore classified under argillate. (Argilla rather than argillite because the latter is us name of a rock formed from clay or mu abbreviation used to designate Argillate Accordingly, the inorganic base exchange designated as a group by the name argill the salts of these acids, being apparently al oxygen acids, are called argillates; and the that is of the acids and salts, are designate symbol Ar ~ • •, which designates an indefin of the anion with an indefinite negative char when this anion is attached to the cation hy form acids, expressed by the formula H cation like calcium to form a salt expresse formula CaAr, the number of cations involv
